Morris and Swinburne 1
Peter Faulkner
When Morris died in October 1896 Swinburnc wrote to his 87-year-old mother to
thank her for her sympathy in the loss of
onc of rhe best friends we ever had, and one of the best men that ever lived simple as a chilq and unselfish as few children are, brave and kind and true and
loyal as any onc of his own Icelandic heroes or medieval knights. As Waiter has
been saying to me this evening, it is unlike any other loss - it is like the loss of a
noble and glorious chilq whose quaint charm of character made us half forget
the unique genius of the poet and the extraordinary energy of the man. My
friendship with him began in '57 - think of that! - and was never broken or
ruffled for a moment; rho' for many years we have hardly ever met, it was none
the less cordial and true. I felt stunned all the day after his death. It seemed
incredible. Waiter says he felt just the same. 2
It is the purpose of rhis article to explore rhat relationship of nearly forry years
and to see how far it corresponds to Swinbllrne's elegiac account.
The two men did indeed meet in 1857. In July Morris and BlIme-Jones had
returned to Oxford and were working, under the leadership of Rossetti, on the
murals for the debating chamber of the Oxford Union. In September or October
Morris met Jane Burden, and in October he submitted the manuscript of The
Defellce of Guenevere and Other Poems to Alexander Macmillan. Mackail quotes
Corl11ell Price's diary for 1st November; 'To Hill's, where wefe Topsy, Ted, Swan,
Harch, Swinburne of Balliol (introduced I think by Hatch) and Faulkner'.J
Swinburne was some three years younger than Morris, and had come up to Balliol
in January 1856. MacCarrhy nares rhat while Morris was in Manchesrer for the
Art Treasures exhibirion in September 1857, 'Rossetti wrore to reil him "we have
unearthed a new poer who is charming", and he was soon welcomed into "rhe
arrisric clique" at Oxford, Burne-Jones referring to him as "dear litrle Carrots"'.
MacCarthy adds:
It is unlikely thar Morris, when he mer him, welcomed Swinburne so effusively
inro the inner circle. He was always to have reservarions about Swinbllrne. But
Swinburne at this stage hero· worshipped Morris, listened admiringly to his
sing-song readings and soon began writing a quasi·Morris poem, "Queen
Yseult", which Morris told him was much better rhan his own. 4

Jan Marsh quotes rhe same letter from Rossetti, and vividly describes Swinburne
at this time as 'an odd, carror·haired boy of wild poetic enrhusiasms·. 5 T. Earle
Wclby gives a fuller description in his A Study of Swillburne: 'This strange,
brilliant little being, with thar incredible hair and those grey-green-bllle eyes full of
abstract excitement, his small body quivering with emhusiasms) angers, and
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spasms of mischievous amusement, his tiny hands fluttering or keeping time by
jerking movements at the wrist to some inner pulse of agitation, his words ponring
forth in eulogy of his strange literary gods or in mockery of the whole apparatus
of British respectability, was eminently disconcerting'.6 By 13th December,
Swinburne was wtiting to John Nichol that he had read out the first canto of his
poem 'Queen Yseult' ro Morris and 'the others'. He \vent on: 'ThC)' all ... praise
the poem far more than I (seriollsly speaking) believe it deserves. Morris says it is
much better than his own poem, which opinion I took the liberty to tell him was
absurd .. : 7 Sir Edmund Gosse recorded char Swinburne told Sydney Cockerell
that he was overwhelmed by Morris's reading to him of 'The Haystack in theFloods': 'the poignancy and splendour of the ending caused him an anguish which
was more than his nerves were able to bear',s Cosse also offers an illuminating
suggestion about the early relationship between the two men: 'With Morris, to
whose conversation Swinburne owed the opening of new fields of intellectual
pleasure, and particularly an introduction to the romance of medieval France,
he was from the first on the footing of a devoted younger brother'.9 Philip
Henderson, in Swinbume: The Portrait of a Poet followed Cosse in accepting the
idea of a brotherly relationship, and glossed it by remarking that Swinburne
'always derived satisfaction, when he was not in open rebellion, in subjecting
himself to a stronger nature than his OWI1'.IO
The painting of the Oxford Union murals continued into the spring of 1858, by
which time Morris had published The Defence of Guellevere and persuaded Jane
to marry him. This led to letters from Swinhurnc to his friend Edwin Hatch, in the
first of which - dated 17 February - he wrote: 'Morris's book is really out.
Reading it, I would fain be worthy to sit down at his feet', and noted that Morris
had generously claimed to prefer Swinburne's 'Rosamond' to his own 'Sir Peter
Harpdon's End'. He also observed that although he was glad to hear of 'Morris
having that wonderful and most perfect stunner of his ro - look at or speak to.
The idea of his marrying her is insane. To kiss het feet is the utmost man should
dream of doing'. The conclusion of the letter suggests that Swinhurne was seeing a
good deal of Morris at the time: 'Morris sf.:nds his love to you and hopes yOll are
getting settled'. I I Hatch's diary for :17 April records arriving in Oxford; then
'Called on Swinburne, talked in his window seat in the sunset, and then went
to Morris', and for the J 9th: 'Breakfasted with Swinburne - then Morris came read together',I2 And on 26 April Swinburne wrote ro (-larch about the most
favourable review Morris's book had so far received - most of the few reviews
were unfavourable - which he believed ro be by J. H. Pollen, in The Tablet. He
then went on in jocular fashion to note that Morris seemed to have disappeared:
That parr)' has given no signs of life as yet: in vain has the 'Oxford County
Chronicle' been crammed with such notices as the following:
'If W. M. will return to his disconsolate friends all shall be forgiven. One word
would relieve them of the most agonizing anxiety - why is it withheld? .. .' The
town-crier is to proclaim our loss tomorrow. 'Lost) stolen, or strayed, an
eminent artist and promising lirrerareur. (The description of his person is
omitted for obvious reasons.) Had on when last seen the clothes of another
gentleman, much worn, of which he had possessed himself in a fit of moral 5

and physical - abstraction. Linen (questionable) marked W. M. Swears awfully,
and walks with a rolling gait, as if partially intoxicated'.D
This is the untidy and unconventional Morris of early legend, and its rone suggests
that by this time Swinburne was one of the circle around Morris. Bur it would
seem that Hatch's anitude to Morris was not that of Swinburne, for the latter
wrote on 15 September 1858 in a defensive spirit:
I am very glad of your letter which 1 answer at once: I understand your point
of view bener, and you are nor far wrong: I must, it seems, beware of
Topsification, as I don't want to have 'a hysterical shadow squeaking in' a (not
surplice but) surcoat; item, imitation is not a good thing: but I am considerably
fond of that party, and your reference ro him threw me imo a state of bitter
wrath: I accepted any attack on me (and did not question your right ro make it)
but not a reflection on that individual ... 14
Mackail wrires of this period:
Swinburne had come up ro Balliol in January, 1856 ... He had already written
a long poem 011 Iseult Blanchemains, and their common enthusiasm for Malory
and the Arrhurian legend drew them together. Swinburne was among the most
fervid admirers of Morris's early poetry, on which he lavished all the habitual
generosity of his praise. IS
But from his response to Hatch's September letter, we can assume that at this
stage Swinburne was coming to see that he musr write a less Morrisian kind of I
poetry - which he soon came to do, borh in method and in subject-matter.
'
To rhis time in Oxford must belong the reading of old French romances aIJudcd
to by Gosse, and by Swinburne much later. On 31 January ·1893 Morris wrote
about his plan for some Kelmscott Press books, referring to 'a little book of the
Librarie Elzeviriennc hight Comes et Nouvellcs de la XIUmc Sieclc'.16 Mackail
observes that this 'Iirrle book, published in Paris in "1856, had for thirty years been
one of the treasures of literature for him. Together with the "Violier des HistOires
Romaines," which appeared in the same series two years later, it had been among
the first sources of his knowledge of the French romance of the Middle Ages'.I?
Gosse informs us that Swinburne was reading the same texts in early 1858: 'he
was profoundly moved by studying the old French Vio/ier des Histoires Romailles,
which he immediately began to imitate'.IS When Swinburne wrote to thank
Morris for sending him a copy of the last of the Kelmscort Press volumes of the
translations from the Old French, he recalled their shared pleasure in reading the
French stories' "in the days when we first foregathered at Oxford" nearly forty
years before' .19
By May 1858, Morris and Burne-Jones were back in London, in Red Lion
Square, where they remained - apart from their summer visit to Northern France
- until the spring of 1859, when Morris moved again to Oxford. MacCarthy
quotes G. P. Boyee's diary to the effect that in March 1859 Morris and Swinburne
were 'mad and deafening with excitement'20 when, after rowing to Godstow wirh
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Faulkner and Burne-Jones and seeing 'the Stunner' Jane, they returned to dine at
Morris's. In the following month, April, Morris and Jane were married in Oxford.
Back in London, they lived for a while in Great Ormond Streer and rh en at
Aberley Lodge, until they could move into Red House in June 1860. Mackail
asserts that 'rhe acquaintance now formed Iby Swinburne] with Morris at Oxford
ripened into intimacy in London a few years later'.2I' Certainly there is evidence
thar rhe two men mer quite frequently, and belonged to the same literary and
artistic circles. Swinburne left Oxford without completing his degree in June 1860,
and was allowed £400 a year by his father; he took rooms at t 6 Grafton Street,
Firzroy Square, near the British Museum, with its reading room. According to
Henderson, 'He visited Madox Brown in Kentish Town, Rossetti and Lizzie ar
Chatham Place, Jones and Georgie at Russell Place, Great Russell Street, and
Morris and Jane at Red House, Bexley, where they all spent hilarious weekends',22
Georgiana Bume-Jones describes Swinburne's frequent visits to Russell Place: 'he
had rooms very near uS and we saw a good deal of him; sometimes twice or thrice
a day he would come in, bringing his poems hot from his heart and certain of a
welcome and hearing at any hour, .. He was restless beyond words, scarcely
standing still at all and almost dancing as he walked, , .'23 And when Red House
became the Ivlorris family home, Mackail records thar Swinburne was one of the
<frequent and welcome visitors', along with rhe Burne-Joneses, the Faulkners,
Rosserri, Webb, Madox Brown and Arrhur Hughes. 24 Jan Marsh relates that
Swinburne often slept on the sofa, as he was the smallest of the numerous visitors.
I~She also remarks that 'To the end of his life, Swinburne treated Jane as a special
.friend, despite the vicissitudes of time',2S May Morris told Gosse that she could
remember Swinburne at Red House, 'lying on the grass in the orchard wirh his red
hair spread abroad, while her baby sister and she scattered rose· leaves over his
laughing face',26 Much larer, in 1896, Jane was to tell \X1ilfrid Scawen B1unr that
she had <liked ISwinburnel very much in former days. He was very fond of her
children when rhey were young and used to spend whole days playing with them,
He wore his hair long then and Ict them tug it as they pleased,27 To rhe spirit of
this period belongs a cryptic reference in a letter from Swinhurne to \'Villiam
Michael Rossetti of 11 October 1863 that he was planning to give to the Chelsea
house 'two pictures on alabaster, , , Pictures represent Topsy in the pangs of
labour, tarred and feathered. To the unscientific, and those later and baser "kings
who knew nor" Topsy, he appears a mere bird; to the eye of Science the
symbolism of the inspired artist is at once apparenr' ,28 By this time, Swinburne
was at 16 Cheyne Walk, together with Rossetti and George Meredith.
In 1864 Swinburne introduced Morris to F. S. Ellis, who was to become his
publisher and later the co-tenant of Kelmscott Manor. Swinburne's career was
developing, despite the erratic nature of his social behaviour and his increasing
resort to stimulants. He published Atalanta in Calydon in 1865 to considerable
acclaim. Contact with Morris was maintained. In Januaty 1866, Swinburne told
\Villiam Michael Rosserri rhat he might become involved with a literary magazine,
and that would apply to DGR and 'Topsy' for support. 29 On 19 April 1866
Swinburne wrote to George Powell to thank him for a copy of the translation by
Powell and Eirikr Magnusson of Legends of Iceland (2nd series, 1866). He had
seen a copy of the book recendy at Morris's, and would like to introduce PoweJl
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to him: 'He is as much interested as you are, though as ignorant as I am,
concerning Icelandic maners, He is in my opinion, and in that of older and wiser
men, one of the best poets of the time, and a great admirer of your work and
Dasenr's',30 Morris does nor seem to have met Powell, and it was nor unril 1869
that he met Magnusson, though by then, MacCarthy tells us, 'Morris was already
st,eeped in Icelandic literature, but only in translation'; she later tells us that
Morris read G, W. Dasenr's translation of Nial's Saga, the first to be brought out
in English, 'soon after it was published in 1861',3\ In 1877 Morris was to tell
Georgie Burne·Jones that the diction of Dasent's version was sometimes 'too
homely',.l2
However, the publication of Poems and Ballads, dedicated to Burne-Jones, in
the summer of 1866 was to bring Swinburne inro the limelight of controversy, The
volume gave an opportunity for the expression of outrage by those who saw
in the poems nothing bur sensuality and impiety. Earle Welby maintains that
Swinburne's reputation never fully recovered from the powerful anonymous
attack (by John Morley) in the Saturday Review of 4 August 1866 which led
the publisher immediately to withdraw the book from sale: 'Its Ithe review'sl
appearance was one of the greatest misfortunes of Swinburne's career' ,.B By
contrast, Morris's The Life and Death of Jason, published in May 1867 won
praise from many critics and became Morris's first popular success, Among the
favourable reviews was one by Swinburne in The Fortn.ightly Review in July:
. 'this "Jason" is a large and coherent poem, completed as conceived; the sryle
throughout on a Icvel with rhe invcntion')4 Although the review was intelligcnt
and discriminating, one of its effects was to associate Morris with Swinburne in
the public eye. Henry James, in a review in the North American Review for
October 1867, well[ out of his way to say that Swinburne's review was likely to be
'in no small degree prejudicial' to the reputation of Morris's poem, adding
reassuringly that Ja50", in its resemblance to Chaucer, 'has to our perception
nothing in common with this gentleman ISwinburnej's own productions', since 'to
resemble Chaucer is a great safeguard against resembling Swinburne',35 Nevertheless, this association was to be maintained by reviewers for several years,
though Swinburne himself denied it in a well-argued letter to John Nichol in
1876. 36
The first letter from JVlorris to Swinburne which Kelvin traced for inclusion in
the Collected Letters is dated 21 December 1869, by which time Morris had
published Part 3 of The Earthly Paradise, concluding with 'The Lovers of
Gudrun', Morris begins by thanking Swinburne for his published praise of
'Gudrun', remarking self-critically that all the other poems, 'if not quite the worst
things I have done - yet they are all tOO long and flabby - damn it! -', He then
tells Swinburne that he is 'about an Icelandic translation now which throws all the
other srories into the shade. , , the Volsunga, the story of the Nibelungen in fact'.
37 And he ends on a joking note:

I am proudly conscious of my position as the Christian pact of the age: though
I must risk that position first by communicating with you, and next by
impugning the statement of holy writ, 'Blessed are those that seek, for they shall
find', at least in my case _.18
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He signs the letter 'Yrs affectionately', a phrase he used to his more inrimate
friends, both male and female. The remarks about the 'Christian poet' are related
by Kelvin to a review in The Athenaeum for December 25th, in which the poet or
the third pan of The Earthly Paradise had been praised for 'his Christian
viewpoint')9 It was a joke that Swinburne (so severely criticised for his infidel
stance) particularly enjoyed. He wrote ro William Michael Rossetti on 28th
December saying that he had congratulated 'Tops)" 'on his promotion by thel
reviews to the post of Christian laureate, and he responded with much unction
and proper feeling',40 and similarly to Dante Gabriel on 12 February 1870.
referring to Watts, Morris and Keble as 'the three Christian singers of England
(vide press passim)'.41 But the repuration, if it ever existed beyond the level of a
joke, was not to survive. Morris's poetry was soon to be criticised, surely with
justice, for its lack of Christian morality, in reviews in the Christian Observer in
March 1870 and by G. \YJ. Cox in the Edinburgh Review in January J S71. 4Z
Dante Gabriel, meanwhile, had been informed in December 1869 of Swinburne's
plan to write a version of the Tristram and Iseult st.ory in answer to Tennyson's
'Holy Grail'; 'My first sustained attempt at a poetic narrative may not he as good
as Gudrun - but if it doesn't lick the Morte D'Albert - 3S Swinburne dismissively
called Tennyson's Idylls of the King - 1 hope I may die without extreme unction'.
He also told Rossetti that he was not following the example of Morris in his' \
choice of metre, as some critics might allege, but rather using the 'scheme of
movement and modulation' he had worked out in his own poem 'Anactoria'.4.1
Just after this, in January 1870, Swinburne told William Michael Rossetri that the
'Asineum' - his name for The Athenaeum - had reviewed a book about social
st:J.tistics in France by one William Morris as if it was by the :.1Llthor of the Earthly
Paradise. He continued the old habit of amused reference to Morris's less than
eouth behavIOur, observing: 'Often as \'(j M has been convicted in rhe papers of
petty larceny and indecent assault, this I believe is his first appearance in the field
of social science'.44
However, we should not exaggerate the congruity berween the poetic ideals of
the two. For in writing 10 Dante Gabriel about The Earthly Paradise, in December
1869, Swinburne had expressed his admiration for 'The Lovers of Gudrun' but
found 'no change in the trailing style of the work' overall:
I really think a Muse (when she is neither resting nor flying) ought to tighten
her girdle, tuck up her skirts, and srcI' out ... Top's [stylel is spontaneous and
slow; and especially, my ear hungers for more force and variety of sound in the
verse. It looks as if he purposely avoided all strenuous emotion or strength of
music in thought and word; and so, when set by other work as good, his work
seems hardly done in thorough earnest. The verses of the months are exquisiteNovember I think especially.45
\YJe may see th.is either as cl palpable critical hit, or as a statement of preference by
. a poet with a commitment to nervous excitement as a necessity in poetry.
In 1870 Rossetti finally found himself able to publish his Poans, and as is well
know inade every effort to ensure a positive critical reception; in this process, both
Morris and Swinbllrne wrote subsrantia 1 reviews. Swinbllrne told Rossetti in
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February of his intention to do so via a reference to Morris's language: 'I shall not
- to speak Topsaically - say a bloody word which is not the blasted fact'.46
Thus it is not surprising that, when the adverse reaction came, in the form of
Buchanan's anonymous attack on <The Fleshly School of Poetry' in the
Contemporary Review in October 1871, both Swinburne and Morris shared some
of the hostility directed principally at Rossetti. Buchanan (at first concealed under
the pseudonym Thomas Maitland) began his attack lightly, by comparing
the London poetic scene with a performance of Hamlet, and casting poets as the
characters in the play: Tennyson would be Hamlet (maybe with Browning in
the role on alternate nights), Matthew Arnold would be Horatio, 'Messrs.
SWlnburne and Morris' Rosencranrz and Guildcnstern, and 'Mr. Rossetti' Osric
the affected courtier. But it would appear that these three were aiming to usurp
the major parts. 47 Buchanan's criticism was mainly directed at Rossetti, bur his
colleagues caught some of the flak, as in the comment that 'He [Rossetti] cannOt
tell a pleasant story like Mx.Morris, nor forge alliterative thunderbolts like
Mr.Swinburne. It must be conceded, nevertheless, that he is neither so glibly
imitative as the one, nor so transcendently superficial as the orher'.48 The
th.ree poets were linked together for rather more intelligent criticism in W. j.
Courthope's 'The Latest Developments of Literary Poetry' in the Quarterly
Review for January 1872,49 which discussed Rossetti's Poems, Morris's Earthly
Paradise and Swinburne's recent Songs before Sunrise. Courthope, with Rossetti
and Morris particularly in his sights, concluded that there was enough 'passion in
politics, and individuality in character' in the contemporary world to provide
material for exciting poetry: 'That the opportunities have not been seized argues,
we think, less the emptiness of the day, than the incapacity of the pocts'.50
Swinburne's volume, however, had shown him turning to contemporary issues, in
particular to that of the emancipation of Italy - Swinburne had become a great
admirer of Mazzini, to whom he dedicated the volume. Gosse argued that in the
'Prelude' to the volume, in which Swinburne presents himself as having moved on
from youthful escapist fantasy to political1y engaged poetry, Morris was the poet
alluded to in the ninth stanza as suggesting that poetry should restrict itself to the
sensuous:
'Yet between death and love are hours
To flush with love and hide in flowers;
What profit save in these?' men cry.51
Earle Welby went so far as to claim that Swinburne had been 'diverted' from the
'republican zeal' of his early political concerns for some eight or nine years by
the influence of Rossetti, Morris and Burne-Jones. 52
It was, however, possible for liberal critics like John Morley and Walter Pater
to see similarities between the three poets without implying criticism. In 1873 the year of the publication of Pater's The Renaissance, the subject of the review
- Morley wrote enthusiastically in the Fortnightly Review about the rise of the
new school:
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Then Mc. Ruskin came, and the Pre-Raphaelite painters, and Mr. Swinburne,
and Mr. Morris, and now lastly a critic like Mr.Pater, all with their faces
averted from theology, most of them indeed blessed with a simple and happy
unconsciousness of the very existence of the conventional gods. 53
Emerson, however, followed Henry James in dissociating Morris from Swinburne;
he told an interviewer in 1874 that 'l\11orris, the author of The Earthly Paradise, is
juSt the opposite of Swinburne, and will help to neutralize his bad influence on the
public' ..14
But by this time a total severance had taken place between two of the three
'associates, Rossetti and Swinburnc. During Rosscui's breakdown in 1872, he
came to see Swinburne as an enemy, maybe, in Jan Marsh's words, 'the poisonous
cause of the whole catastrophe, encouraging both indecency and an unwise
self-defence; or perhaps he simply knew that close association with such a friend
had fatally injured his reputation'.55 At all events, they were never to meet again.
Cosse states that at this time Swinburne was in a state of 'acme intellectual
irritability', and that his relations cooled with Rossetti, Morris 'and even BurneJones'.j6 Nevertheless, Morris did maintain contact. For Swinburne told J. H.
Ingram on 6 March 1874 that he would be pleased to support him in rai~ing a
testimonial for the sisters of Edgar Allan Poe and that he would write te'Morris,
'one of Poc's truest and warmest admirers',57 '\nd in November 1875 Morris sent
Swinburne a copy of his translation of Verg'il's Aeneid. Swinburne's response was
enthusiastic:
Many thanks for your beautiful Aeneid just arrived. I mean to begin at once my
first voluntary acquaintance with a Bard un beloved of boyhood, under your
auspices, \Xlhenever I have dipped into the book your version seems to me
wonderful for grace & ease & strength. I wish you would give us a Homer, or
at least an Odyssey: I am certain that no poet was ever born who could do his
country that service better or so well. 511
He would be sending Morris his Erechtheus, he hoped, by the end of the year. It
was actually on 8 January 1876 that he wrote to Andtew Chatto, the publisher,
with a list of twenty one people to whom copies should be sent 'From the author',
including Morris and Burne-.Iones,S9 Later in the month, Swinburne wrote to
\X1atts, saying that he was 'glad to know that Morris likes Erechtheus so well, as I
had not heard from him'.6o
In April 1878 Swinburne wrote to John Nichol, thanking him for, and commenting at some length upon, Nichol's Tables of European Literature and
History, AD 200-1876 (Glasgow 1876). In a postscript, he entered a 'mild
protest' against being placed together with Rossetti and Morris as 'Preraphaelite':
Before 1861 my early work had no doubt a savour of influences as the earlier
work of Morris and Rossetri, - but from the date of 'Chastelard' and' Atalanta'
onwards I cannot trace in any part of my work, classical, modern, or historic,
a trace of any quality that could correctly or even plausibly be labelled
'Preraphaelite' either for praise or blame,
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He developed his argument fluently and thoughtfully, claiming that he admired
the poetry of Rossetti and Morris, but
I really see no bond of community or even connexion between us beyond the
private and casual tie of personal intimacy at one time of life. The always (I
think) rather foolish and now long since obsolete word Preraphaelire was never
applicable ro any but the work of my earliest youth written at college, and has
so long ceased to be applicable (at least in the original sense) to the poetic work
of my two elders that r rhink for the sake of common accuracy ir should be
disused. 61
More recent crltlcs share this sense of the difficulty of finding common
characteristics between the thtee poers, and especially between two who arc often'
notable for their visual qualities and Swinburne with his emphasis 011 the aural.
That their political positions could differ sharply is evident from Swinburne's,
response to the 'Bulgarian atrocities' of the same year. Whereas this was the event
that led Morris into political action, on behalf of the anti-war Eastern Question
Association, Swinburne rook the opposing side. He wrote ro Watts on 29
November, noting that he found himself 'unable to join in the popular view of the
case expressed among others by our friend Morris', and asking Watts's advice as
to where he might be able to publish a letter on the subjecr. 62 He also satirised the
pro-Bulgarians in his unpublished 'Ballad of Bulgarie', directed primarily against
John Brighr, Gladsrone, Rusk;n and earlyle. Bur he did publish a pamphler called
Notes of an Ellglish Republican on the Muscovite Crusade, and wrote to \'Vatts on
14 December to ask him ro arrange for Charro to send copies of it ro Morris and
Burne-Jones, among others. 6 .l It would be interesting to know whether J\I1orris
lead it. One of Swinburne's concerns, as he told Watts in a letter of 8 December,
was that those who were now sympathising with the 'suffering Bulgars' had
been quite indifferent to the fate of Italy, Hungary and Poland, the nationalist
movements in which countries Swinburne had supported. 64 At the end of the
. . . y ear, Swinburne wrote to Burne-Jones saying that he was 'very sorry to seem
unsympathetic in anyone thing with you and Morris', and remarking
parenrherica lly of rhe newly published Sigurd the Vo/sung: 'Whar a feast 1 shall
make of his glorious book when once I fairly tackle it!' He went on to refer
amusingly to the speech reponed in The Times of the Public Orator of Cambridge
at the conferring of an honorary degree on Magnusson, quoting the Latin address
and adding a comment of his own to the effect that a 'these last six words [given
in Latin, and referring to Topsyl were accidentally dropped out at press, and the
mistake, J am told, was not discovered till too late to rectify)'. 6,S Swinburne
clearly wanted the old associations to be maintained. He seems to have thought
well of Sigurd at the time, writing ro Norman MacColl on 3 February 1877 about
a poem he considered 'the one great thing done last year in verse' because
'Morris's poem belongs to this year by date of publiciry'.66 In 1877 too the twO
poets were thought of as candidates to become Professor of Poetry at Oxford,
though in the event neither did, and J. C. Shairp was elected. As Morris wrote to
J. R. Thursfield, in February, '1 am not the mall to fill the post'.67
By the time of the next established contact, Swinburne had gone - in 1879 - to
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live a respectable life with Watts-Dunton at 'The Pines' in Purney, withdrawn
from the temptations of the social world. Gosse noted that there were few visitors·
there, but these included Jowett and Morris, who was 'a favourite with Watts, and
always welcome at Purney' - interestingly, he remarks that Morris was 'unrainred
by the dangerolls "bohe/nian" tendency'. Gosse thcn notcs that 'Morris latterly
saw less and less of Swinburne, though he sent him nearly all the Kelmscott Press
books'.6s That the relationship became more sporadic at this stage is hardly
surprising in view of Morris's increasing range of public activities, and later his
declining health. But Gosse also nOtes that the writing of Tristram of Lyo1/esse
brought back many old associations for Swinburne, since he had been considering
writing on the subject since his Oxford daysJ;<,l In a letter to Watts on 15 October
188"', Swinburne related a scene in the second book of his new poem to his
memories of 1857:
I am well into the second book or canto of your Tristram, containing
the adventure illustrated by Morris on the walls of the Oxford Union in the
same sunflowery style which you may remember. The only person to whom I
have shown it is my reverend friend the Primate, whose too flattering and
characteristic comment I cannot forbear to send you. After reading the account
of the duel of Tristram with Palamede, and the manner of spending a happy
night in the woods subsequently adopted by the rescued Iseult and her lover, his
Grace was kind enough to say that he did not know which was re<llly done best,
the fighting or the - here his Grace was betrayed, by J taste for unmeaning
alliteration which I can only wonder at Jnd deplore, into a verbal indiscretion
which nothing should induce me to report . . . It remains to be seen what
verdict yOll will pronounce on l11y modest effort to paint a sylvan scene of
unprctcnding enjoyment by moonlight ... 'Seriatim' I hope you will like the
fight. I don't say lV10rris couldn't and wouldn't have done it better, but r do not'
think any other of us could. 70
On 21 April l882, Swinburne wrote ro Morris, asking if he could let him knowfor the Arrhurian poem he was writing - the name of Morclred's mother as given
by Malory: was it Morganse?7/ Morris replied on 27 April, giving him a reference
to a passage in Book 2, Chap. XI, about King Lot's wife Morganse and her four
sons Gawayne, Agravayne, Gaherys and Gareth. Morris proudly announced that
'This is Jenny's discovery, as I had given it up as a bad job after much
(rummaging', and went ro say that he was glad to have heard from Watts that
Swinbllrne had completed 'your epic.. it ought to be one of your best works'.
Finally, Morris gave the name and address of a book-binder, who 'will do what
you tell him, & is used to dealing with valuable books' - again, it is evident that
Swinburne had been asking Morris for informar.ion and advice,72 Swinbl;l,rne wrote
back on 28 April, thanking lV10rris for confirmation of the name (which he had
obtained meanwhile from BlIrne·Jones), and also for sending him a beautiful copy
of an old book - Lang suggests the the book may have been a Plutarcb. He then
. wrote, of his forthcoming volume; 'I hope you will like l11y "Tristram" now in the
. press. There is no one whose good opinion of it would give me more pleasure'.7J
In July 1882, Morris wrote to Swinburne to thank him for sending a copy of
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the Tristram volume. He would be taking the book down to Kclmscon Manor,
and would write again when he had done so; meanwhile, he sent 'hearty
congratulations on having put forth such a splendid work as even a mere glance
shows it to be'. The final paragraph of the letter is unusually personal in tonc:
You see I am getting an oldish fellow now, and bear on my back a wallet of,
disappointments & 'tacenda' Isecrets]; so that the fight which I daily wage
against dullness & lifelessness is sometimes a hard onc, and the success or
failure of those who were my companions on the other side of the tangle of
middle life encourages or discourages me hugely. In the few lines I have read
of your new book there seem to me to be tokens of a happiness & fullness of
life in you which put fresh heart in me, & give me the greatest pleasure, so that
in all honesty I owe you deep thanks for your book, and with the best wishes
rest ever
Yours affectionately
William Morris 74
In view of the unusual emotion expressed here by Morris, it is sadly ironic to find
how different his view of Tristram was when he tried to read it more thoroughly.
He wrote to Georgie Burne-Jones on 9 August, giving one of his more extended
reflections on poetry and his attitude to it:
As to the poem, I have made two or three attempts to read it, bur have failed,
nor being in the mood, I suppose: nothing would lay hold of me at all. This is
doubtless my own fault, since it certainly did seem very fine. But, to confess and
be hanged, you know I could never really sympathise with Swinburne's work; it
always seemed to me tu be founded on literarure, nor on nature.
Morris then praises Swinburne's love of literature as 'genuine and complete',
states that to hear him talk on the subject was always a pleasure, and declares that
such commitment might once have produced 'worthy and enduring' poetry; but
that time has now passed:
in these days when all the arts, even poetry, are likely to be overwhelmed under
the mass of material riches which civilization has made and is making more and
more hastily every day; riches which the world has made indeed, bur cannot use
to any good purpose; in these days the issue between art, that is, the godlike.
part of man, and mere bestiality, is so momenrous, and rhe surroundings of life
are so stern and unplayful, that norhing can take serious hold of people, or
should
so, but that which is rooted deepest in reality and is quite at first
hand; il.lere is no room for anything which is nor forced our of a man of deep
feeling, because of its innare strength and vision. ,
In all this I may be quite wrong, and the lack may be in myself: I only state
my opinion, I don't defend it; still less do I my own poetry.7S

no

It was a difficult year for Morris, with Jenny often ill and the Iceland Famine
Relief Fund taking up much effort on his part; he was also perplexed about the
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course he should take politically. He had written little poetry recently, devoting
his energies to public lecturing; his latest publication had been Hopes and Fears
for Art in February.
There is some symmetry, if not poetic justice, in the fact that the next reference
to Morris in Swinburne's correspondence, in October of 1882, expressed his
dissatisfaction with aspects of Morris's poetry. He wrote to Watts:
Your account of Morris gives me at once joy and apprehension. Let him build
- and burn - as many halls or homesteads after the pattern of Burnt Njal's as
he pleases bur for any sake withhold him from more metrication a la Piers
Ploughman. I always foresaw that he would come to reject Chaucer at last as a
modern. Ir is my belief thar you encourage all this dashed and blank Volsungery
which will end by eating lip the splendid genius it has already overgrown and
encrusted with Iceland O1oss.7 6

Lt is not clear why Swinburne should have been concerned about Morris's
'Volsungery' at this point, or why he though \Vatts in some way responsible.
The tensions and concerns expressed in Morris's 1882 letter were part of the
process that led him to join the Democratic Federation in January 1883, and to
commit his energies to the spreading of Socialism. So it is not altogether surprising
that in his next letter to Swinburne, in November 1883, Morris asked him to
contribute some poetry to the socialist magazine Today: 'You ought [Q write us a
song you know, rhM's what you ought to do: I mean to be set to music, for
singing at meetings of the faithful' - bur apologised that there was not enough
money to pay him. Morris also suggested that he might like to join the Federation:
'I should be proud to hand your name in if you would let me'77 Swinburne
politely refused; after telling Morris of his sympathy with his attempts to rectify
the 'horrors and iniquities' surrounding them and of his sense that, if he could
participate, 'there is l100ne in all England with whom I should be so glad or so
proud to work as I should be to work with you', he states his conviction that 'I
can do better service - if any ~ as a single and private workman than as a member
.of any society or federation'. May, who quotes Swinburne's letter in her lntro~
duction to Volume XIX of the Collected Works, remarks appositely that at this
time Morris 'was beating up converts in all quarters likely and unlikely'.?!!
If Swinburne would nor join the SDF at Morris's request, he did not lose his
enthusiasm for some of Morris's writings. On 8 August 1884, he gave A. H.
Bullen permission to include a poem of his in an anthology of Christmas carols
Butlen was producing, but pointed our that Morris's 'Masters, in this hall' was
worth '1,000,000,000 of mine'; it was 'one of the sweetest things in English verse'
and he later gave Bullen further details of it." On 4 January 1885 he wrote
to congratulate Bullen on having obtained 'that exquisite and incomparable
Christmas song of Morris's which I believe 1 was the first to tell you of'.,o On 19
January 1886 he wrote again, this time to thank Sullen for sending him a copy
of the anthology, and wishing that his own contribution, 'my undergraduate
imitation of an old carol', was 'worthier of a place so near my friend Mr. Morris's
perfect and incomparable examples [sic}; bur no one can come close to him'.sl In
November 1885 Wilfrid Scawen Blum recorded in his diary that Jane had told
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him of a recent visit she and May had made to Swinburne in Putney. She had
found him <quite well and perfectly happy with his books ... he had made a great
fuss of May as he had nor seen her since she was a child'.xl A lirtle later, in
February 1886, Jane wrote ro tell Blunt that Swinburne was coming to lunch in
Hammersmith, but went on, amusingly: 'the entertainment will be poetry: reading,
(which I know bores you) ... my husband is translating the Odyssey, and will
read what he had done - and Swinburne is sure ro retort by producing various
manuscripts which he will read till everybody goes to sleep - tell me what you
would like to do'.x3 It does not seem that Blunt attended the lunch.
There is evidence of continuing COntact in a brief letter from Morris to
Swinburne in February 1887 (though the year is not confirmed) thanking him for
sending his 'interesting work', apologising for having let it 'lie perdue all this
time', and returning it 'in the same condition as when you lent it me. \Xlishing you
all luck'. Kelvin suggests that this was the manuscript of the poctic drama Locril/e,
which, because of its basis in early English history, might have been expected to
interest Morris; it was published in Novcmber.~4 In November 1886 Swinburne
wrote to his mother and told her about a bust that had recently been made of him:
'My bust is thought a very good likeness; it is by a young German sculptor named
lConrad] Dressier, who is also making a bust of Wm Morris - who (he says) is as
bad a sitter as I am a good one'.K" It is hard to think of either man sitting still for
very long. And I know of no evidence that such a bust of Morri was ever made.
As is well known, Morris and Swinburne were among the poets considered in
1892 as potential Laureate in succession ro Tennyson. The young Yeats put the
case well in the Bookmau symposium on the topic:
Either would make a worthy successor to \'Qordsworrh and Tennyson, Morris
the worthier of the twO, perhaps, for he is still producing work SC;lrce a whit
less moving than were the songs and stories of his youth, while Mr.Swinburne·
has been these many days, if we consider his verse alone, roo careful of the
sound, too careless of the sense. K6
Swinburne's atheisric and republican reputation ruled him our, as did Morris's
Socialism - he wrOte to James Bryce on 27 October 1892 to make that c1ear,lt?
Meanwhile - on j I Ocrober - Morris had written to his new friend Bruee Glasier:
'\'Qhat a set of ninnies the papers are about the Laureateship, treating it with such
absurd solemnity! Bet you it is offered to Swinburne. Bet yOll he takes it',SS The
spirit of this speculation is not obvious; perhaps Morris was implying that the
Swinburne of Putney who would nOt join the SDF had become respectable enough
to serve as Victoria's Laureate. The post was in fact re be filled in 1896 by the
conservative man of lettcrs Alfred Austin (who had reviewed both Swinburne and
j\1.orris critieall), in Temple Bar in 1869 in a series called 'The Poetry of the
Period').
On Swinburne in these years, Earle \X1e1by has a perceptivl: comment in his
chaprer enrirled 'In Shelrer':
His friendships always mattered profoundly to SwinbufI1c and he very largely
lived in them. But it should be realized his cOntact with his friends was now
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infrequent or interdicted ... he saw them chiefly in retrospect, loved them for
what they had been long ago, thought of them almost as a man thinks of the
lost ftiends of his childhuud ... in these years there came into his feeling for his
old friends a singular tenderness. 89
As we have seen, Morris was not one of those whose friendship was interdicted,
and his relationship with Swinburne seems to have been reanimated with the
establishment of the Kelmscott Press. tn January 1894 Morris sent Swinburne an
inscribed copy of his translation frolll Old French of The Tale of King Florus and
the Fair ]ehane. Swinburne's acknowledgement was lively and appreciative: 'Many
thanks for your beautiful little book, which I read through last night at a sitting
with much interest and enjoyment. There never was such a type as yours - onc
could read Longfellow or Tupper in such type'.90 Swinburne then published in the
Athenaeum for 10 February a poem entitled 'To William Morris I Dedication of a
Forthcoming Volume of Poems', and Morris wrote a letter of thanks on 16
February: 'A thousand thanks, my dear fellow, for both the art and the affection
in it . , . I am so glad that you like my printing. 1 almost thought you would as 1
have known yOll for long to have had an eye for an old book. Before long I shall
have the pleasure of sending yOll a Keats from the K. [)ress',91 Swinburne wrote to
thank Morris for his letter on 19 February:
I can't say how delighted I am by your generous acknowledgement &
acceptance of my dedicatory (if that is the right word) verses .. , All I know is
that I never wrote anything more spontaneously - in one sense & more
carefully - in another.. Many thanks for your promised Keats. My mother
said, when I showed her the first example I possessed of the Kelmscott Press,
how very happy you must be, h'lVing found such delightful work to do &
taking such delight in it as you must.
Of the poems he was then writing, he did nor think that 'Astrophel' would appeal
to Morris, he <not being Elizabethan', bur he might like the poem on Grace
Darling, whose father was 'a splendid old Norse - or Northumbrian - hero'.92
Accordingly, in April, Swinburne sent to j\1orris a copy of Astrophel and Other
·Poems, which included rhe 13-stanza ode addressed to Morris, now entitled
'Dedication 1893'. It concludes, perhaps surprisingly in view of Swinburne's
earlier concerns about Morris's 'Volsungery':
But wider the wing and the vision
That quicken the spirit have spread
Since memory beheld with derision
Man's hope to be more than his dead.
From the mists and the snows and the thunders
Your spirit has brought for us forth
Light, music, and joy in the wonders
And charms of the north.
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Morris sent a letter of thanks on 10 May: though he had not yet read the volume,
yet '1 have been able to see how very good it is, and I heartily congratulate
you upon it, and thank you extremely for sending it to me, and once morc for
your kind and friendly dedication'.'}3 Meanwhile, Morris had arranged to print
Swinburne's Alalallta in Calydon at the Press; it was issued on 24 July 1894.
Morris wrote to Swinburne on August 7th that he was sending three copies, 'in
one of which I have written your name ... I hope you will like the book; 1 think it
looks very pretty'.94 Swinburne replied that the book was 'certainly onc of the
loveliest examples of even yom incomparable press'.95 On 14 August Swinburne
sent Watts a copy of Alalallta: '1 wrote my acknowledgements yesterday to dear
old T opsy for rhe books and the cheque' - Morris had sem him £62 101 as
royalties on 250 copies at 5/ a copy.96
Morris continued to send his publications to the appreciative Swinburne. On 4
November 1894 the larrer wrOte to thank Morris for the latest of them: '1 am
ashamed of being so tardy in sending you my thanks for your beautiful double
gift'. Lang suggests that this would have been The Tale of the Emperor Coustans
and of OveT Sea and The Wood Beyond the \VoT/d. This is the lerrer referred to by
Mackail, and considered earlier, in which Swinburne recalled their shared pleasure
in reading the french stOries:
I remember reading the old french romance in the days when we first
foregathered at Oxford. The \Vood beyond the World makes my mouth water 1 only wish I had had it to read a month or two ago at Dursley, when I was
spending some weeks with my mother and sisters in one of the most delicious
corners of England. Watts tells me that you share my love of rhe Cotswolds - I
wonder if you know the far west end of them, overlooking rhe estuary of the
Severn? 1 know no more delightful moorlands even 011 the Borders ... And if
the (surely inviring) name of Qwlpen conveys no associations to you, I can only
say it ought. My sisters say that £20,000 and Mr. Mortis would make a
paradise incomparable on earth of the ruinous little old manor house. 97

Watts reviewed The Wood Beyond the World favourably in the Athenaeum in
March 1895,9!l and Morris wrote to thank him for his discriminating sympathy,
and to agree with him about 'the curse of rhetoric' 99 - Watts had concluded his·
review with the dubious statement: 'That the two leading poets of the world
are Englishmen - Mc. Swinburne and Mr. Morris - is recognized by all criticism
that is worthy of the name'. 100 Morris continued to send Swinburne books from
the Ptess that he thought he would appreciate. On 24 July 1895 Swinburne
sent thanks for The Life and Death of jason: 'Thanks once again for such a
magnificent present as only you can make. I have been dipping again into the text
of Jason with ever fresh admiration and delight',IOI and on 29 September for two
volumes identified by Lang as Child Chrislopher and Goldilind the Fair: 'I write at
once to thank you for YOUt fresh gift. I have only had time to cut open the leaves
of the lovely volumes, but in doing so I could not help seeing how bright and
strong and beautiful a book I am just going to read'.102
As Blunt suggested, Jane evidently did keep up her friendship with Swinburne.
In February 1896 she told him that she and Jenny had recently been to lunch with
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the poet, and temarked: 'he read us some of a new poem he is writing. I thought it
very good indeed, but I was too tired to listen intently, he is always rather difficult
to follow, as he puts so much action into his reading, and things roll off the table
making noises, all the same we enjoy our visits, he is so friendly and I think really
Likes to see old friends'.IQ] But Morris's vicw of the poem was very different from
Janey's, according to Blunt's diary for 26th May:
Swinburne's new poem was reviewed yesterday in all the papers. Morris thinks
it poor stuff and not worrh doing as the story Balin and Balan was quite perfect
in its prose form in thc Nlorte d' Arthur. 'It will not do however' he said 'for
Swinburne to hear me saying this, for he would never forgive me'. Swinburne, it
appcarsl,J is the most sensitive and jealous of men and cannot bear the smallest
criticism, but he and Morris have nor met for years though Mrs. Morris goes
now and then to see Swinburne. 104
As Morris's health declined, his friends were informed of the worsening
situation. Thus Swinburne wrote movingly to Burne-Jones on June 18th, 'I am so
grieved and alarmed by what you tell me of dear old Morris that I must begin by
saying so ... \'Vatts ... has indeed told me thnt he was seriously ill; but somehow
I never realised it - he always seemed to me such an embodiment of health and
strength. I do hope and trust to have better news of him soon'.'QS Morris's last
letter to Swinburne is dated ] 3 July J 896, and accompanied a copy of the
Kelmscort Chaucer signed by Morris and Burne Jones: 'I will not say thar I hope
you will enjoy it; for I am quite sure that you will. All good wishes with it!'
Morris went on to thank Swinburne - tactfully, indeed - for sending a copy of
The Tale of Balell:
4

Thank you very much for sending me your new book: I cannOt say that 1 have
read ir, for my illness does so take all energy out of me thar despite myself to
anything serious, and essentially good [sicl, 1 must wait till better days. The
donors & my friends with onc consent bid me to hope said bener times from
my month-long Norway journey thar I deparr on in a week: nay to make the
thing stranger, I am threatened with a sight of Spltz-bergen (say 1600 N of
Iceland) so I am going with what amount of hope I can muster, which varies, to
say sooth, from a great deal to very lirtle. 106
Swinburne apparently received rhe Chaucer before Morris's letter. He wrote
appreciatively on 14 July: 'Chaucer must be dancing with delight round the
Elysian fields. \Vatts-Oullton says it is & must be the most beauriful book ever
primed. \Vith more thanks than I can or shall rry to put into words for so precious
& glorious a gift'. He then added: 'Your letter of J3th has only reached me rhis
afternoon ... \'Vatts-Dunton had told me how ill you had been, but 1 did hope
you were realJy better. l do hope Norway, if not Spirzbergen, will do you good'.107
A letter of August 3rd to Watts Dunron shows Swinhurne's continuing concern
over Morris:
4
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My mOther has begun reading 'Child Christopher' and likes it greatly - to my
great satisfaction, I read it through in the woodland with continuous delight.
You will admit that the surroundings were appropriate, I am now deep in 'The
\'(Iell at the World's End', which thus rar I almost like bcrrer. I do hope Norway
will send us back our dear old Morris quite himself again,I08
Swinburne wrOte to Wans-Dunron again on 25th August: 'I am so sorry to get
such bad news of Morris that I can hardly think much about anything else. All
here are almost as grieved as if it were for the suffering of a personal friend. I have
just read The \VelJ at the World's End. The living charm of its loveliness is
wonderful'.lo9 In similar vein, he wrote on 7 September: 'J wish you could send me
bener accounts of Morris. Have you told him how I have enjoyed the '\Vell at the
\X/orld's End', and in what a fit place for reading it?'1I0 In November Swinburne
published a brief but enthusiastic review in the Nineteenth Century, concluding:
'The simplest English writer of our time is also the noblest: and the noblest by
reason and by virtue of his sublime simplicity of spirit and speech. If the English of
the future are not utterly unworthy and irredeemably unmindful of the past, they
will need no memorial to remind them of \X/illiam Morris',lll Perhaps this can be
seen as his elegiac tribute. Peterson notes that Swinburne was 'a warm admirer' of
the books of the Kelmscott Press, and claims that 'he and Morris maintained a
friendly bur not intimate relationship' .112 The evidence rhat has been looked at
here suPPOrtS the judiciousness of this judgment.
But the story does not end with the death of Morris. When Bume-Jones
wrOte to commiserate with Swinhurne on his mother's death later in November,
Swinburne's reply referred to the value of 'such old and dear and true friendship
as yours', and mentioned that 'One of the last books my dear mother read and
enjoyed was our dear old Morris's "Child Christopher", and her last letter to me
was one of loving sympathy and condolence on the news of his death',1I3 Sydney
Cockerel! evidently felt that Swinburne was close to Morris at the time of his
death: he sent Svvinburne a copy of the Kelmscott Press Laudes Beatae Mariae
Virgillis, consisting of poems taken from an early thirteenth-century psalter which
Morris owned. 114 Swinhurne wrote to thank him on 8 January 1.897: 'Many
thanks for your beautiful and valuable gift. I can imagine Morris reading out
these sonorous couplets'.IIS Soon after, Cockerelt sent twO folio leaves of the
projected Froissart. which Swinburne acknowledged with an interesting comment
011 20 January: 'A thousand thanks for your beautiful and precious gift. \Vhy did
not Morris take up and finish Froissarr earlier - instead of the less appropriate
work (Shelley, for one instance) on which the Kelmscott Press was occasionally
wasrcd?'116
When Bume-Jones died in June 1898 Swinburne was again deeply upset.
Writing to his sister lsabel on 30th June, he stated: 'I have a volume of poems
ready for the press inscribed to his memory and Morris's in a poem of the same
metre and length as the two former poems of dedication addressed to each of
them respectively in '65 and '93. It was something of a relief to write this third
dedication .. .'117 Chamzel Passage and Other Poems did not in fact come out
until six years later. [n the meantime, however, Swinburne was in touch by letter
with Georgiana Burne-Jones, writing on 7 December 1899: 'I should like to show
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you the memorial dedication of my next volume ro W. M. and E. B. J. (so ranked
according to the date of our parring)'.llN The poem, 'Dedication', was placed at
the end of the volume, and is described by Earle Welby as a 'beautiful tribute to
their memories'l \9:
No sweeter, no kindlier, no fairer,
No lovelier a soul from its birth
Wore ever a brighter and rarer
Life's raiment for life upon earth
Than his who enkindled and cherished
Art's vestal and luminous flame,
That dies not when kingdoms have perished
In Storm or in shame.
No braver, no trustier, no purer,
No stronger and clearer a soul
Bore witness more splendid and surer
For manhood found perfecr and whole
Since man was a warrior and dreamer
Than his who in hatred of wrong
Would fain have arisen a redeemer
By sword or by song.
Swinburne remained in comact with Cockerel!, and on 22 November 1900
wrote thanking him for an unexplained offer, but refusing it. He went Ol~ '1 have
now read "A Dream of John Ball" and think it a singularly beautiful piece of
writing. I prefer above all else that] have read of \XlM's prose work - there is a
good deal that 1 have not, and probably never shall - "The Well at the World's
End'''.120 In July 1901 E. T. Cook, the editor of Ruskin, visited The Pines, and
recorded in his diary that Swinburne showed him his 'large paper Kelmscorts give
him by W. Morris'. These included his own Ala/anta, about which Swinburne
remarked: '''but he should have made it Erechtheus, which is a real Greek
poem'''lll - though this might not have been a recommendation to Morris. Then
on 5 June 1903 Swinburnc wrote to Ernest Harrley Coleridge to thank him for his
lecture 011 'the greatest of all poets - English or other'. The letter has a curious
P.S.: 'Poor Morris was about as well qualified to judge of poetry as any onc of his
workmen. I can hardly believe that he really admired S.T.C.'122
If Swinburne's editors are correct, the publication by Mackail in his Life of
Whlliam Morris in 1899 of Morris's judgmcm of Tristram of Lyonesse bal:k in
1882 as toO literary had a disturbing effect on Swinburne and led him to the
unfavourable judgment of Morris's poetry expressed in his late essay 'Changes of
Aspect'. Here Swinburne argues that literature can dtaw life from previous,
literature, and that few authors have not in fact done so: he instances Caru!lus,
Virgil, Milton, Landor and Tennyson. But he then goes on to argue that this can
be taken to 'far, and to a severe critique of Matthew Arnold: 'Take his teachers
and models away from him, and what is left?'\2J Morris is then brought into the
argument: 'He too was artificially and accidentally made a poet: the amaZl11g
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awkwardness of execution and expression of his first book, full as it is of
struggling life and straining energy, would suffice to prove it'.124 Swinburne then
states that both Arnold and Morris give a feeble and false idea of Homer, and
finally remarks that 'Morris could hardly swim a stroke without suppOrt from
Chaucer, Arnold without support from Wordsworrh'; even Tennyson is toO
dependent on Virgil and Milron. 125 Lang dismisses these remarks, and indeed the
whole essay, as 'the work of a disgruntled old man'.126 Swinnurne was certainl)' in
his late sixties at the time, if Lang is right to attribute the essay to the years
1904-06, and he was to die in 1909. Bur we may not see the remark as quite so
obtuse - though if it was stirred by Mackail, then .Morris was right to have been
so unusually tactful in his responses to the younger poet. Was it so unreasonable
to suggest that Morris found his way beyond his early work by producing his own
variations on the manner and subject~ma[(er of Chaucer? It is true that he showed
a different form and manner in Sigurd the Vo/sung, bur that too derived from a
great original. Morris's letter to Georgic in 1882 had criticised a poetry based on
literature rather than nature, but had concluded: 'I only state my opinion, I don't
defend it; still less do I my own poetry'. If neither Swinburne nor Morris now
seems in the first poetic rank, may not their common - though different - distance
from 'nature', from the harsh realities of their time, be at least parr of the
explanation? Postmodernist theory, following Barthes, \\'ould see the very idea of
originality as deceptive, and invites us only to ask how successful the poets' thefts
have been.
The evidence shows that there was a genuine friendship between Morris and
Swinburne, bur one more important to the latter than the former. This was
because Swinburne's life became increasingly solitary as he grew older in Purney,
while Ivlorris's later years saw him continuing to be involved, in so far as his
health permitted, in comradely and co·operativc activities both political and
artistic. Swinburne had his own sense of purpose, well described by Earle \Velby:
He was the poet of liberty, in the widest and fullest sense of the word; and it
came to this, that at times in his later years he liberatcd himself from humanity,
leaving us to watch and listcn while the strange, breathless verse evolved
like wave after wave under some barely perceptible though evidently urgent
impulse. 127
The contrast IS striking: Morris could never have 'liberated himself from
humanity', I3nd I am sure that it is this central quality of commitment to the
human Cause that attracted
ick Salmon to William Morris, as it attracts so
many of us.

NOTES
This paper was first given at the Symposium "Sitting on the World", arranged
by Dawn Morris for the Society in memory of Nicholas Salmon, and held in
Sheffield 011 30 August 2003.
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